
Disaster Recovery 
Professional

Every business needs a continuity plan 

You will prove that you are able to:
• Conduct risk assessments by identifying operational risk issues and assign risk ratings
• Develop, maintain, and ensure adherence to, risk frameworks, policies and procedures

• Identify appropriate coverage for operational risk-taking activities
• Gather information to predict the impact of an incident on business function, and develop recovery strategies
• Develop, implement, and support an effective control review and challenge process to provide transparency, 

accountability and escalation of control effectiveness
• Create and review system recovery, data backup, and data recovery strategies

• Drive Business Continuity Management initiatives across various departments and maintain BCM related 
documentation like policy, plan, recovery, etc.

• Manage and implement business continuity plans using BCP program management tools and processes
• Review and test the business continuity management process periodically
• Conduct trainings for BCP awareness for employees to monitor status

• Define the roles and responsibilities of the critical staff

Jobs that use EDRP: 
System Administrator
DR/BC Consultant
Risk Manager
IT Manager

Risk Consultant
CISO
IT Director
Business Manager

From natural disasters to global cyberattacks, the business community has been hit repeatedly by one incident after 
another in the past decade and a half. The frequency is increasing exponentially thanks to the growing number of 
cyber-attacks. Studies show that 2 out of 5 business still do not have a disaster recovery and business 
continuity plan. And only about half of those regularly the plan for relevance. This scenario can only be amended by 
trained BC/DR professionals who not only understand the gravity of the situation, but also are equipped to ensure 
that businesses are least impacted when a disaster strikes.

Disruption isn’t merely an inconvenience for your consumers, ransomware attacks and even natural disasters can 
damage corporate brand, accumulate financial losses, and in worst-case scenarios, it can permanently shut down the 
business. Disaster recovery and business continuity (DR & BC) are intricately linked practices that sustain an 
organization’s capacity to remain operational after an unpleasant event. Considering the increasing dependency of 
organizations on information technology to run their operations, disaster recovery efforts focus on IT, and business 
continuity planning embodies the entire organization.

The primary responsibility of a disaster recovery specialist is to protect businesses by designing and updating technical 
DR & BC plans. Disaster recovery specialists present their recovery plans to the organization’s business and information 
technology executives to obtain approval. They provide DR BC training for staff members and also update disaster 
recovery plans.


